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Idea:  

Create a film studio based around producing short films around iconic scenes from 

photographs, movie scenes and paintings. The film would tell the story leading up to the 

scene or suggest the story that might happen after the famous scene. A short speculative 

vignette inspired by a popular image that has become something of a modern symbol for 

some reason. (Perhaps commission leading authors to write the short pieces?) The films 

might have photographs in them as well as dialogue and music. (Perhaps approach 

leading photographers to create their photo interpretations of the particular scene. The 

lighting of the film and photos should be similar to the lighting of the original images 

(photographs, movie scenes and paintings). 

 

Background:  

 

The demand and nature of entertainment is quickly changing. Hollywood is learning this 

fact after coming off their worst year in 20 years. There are a number of things wrong and 

many have offered opinions. Most suggestions regard a change of content or messages. 

Few however suggest change of media or medium.   

 

The key medium that needs changing in the current entertainment business is the medium 

of time. When mediums are even thought of by Hollywood executives time is not big on 

their list. Although the length of screenplays is shortening to a standard 115 pages, 

Hollywood still thinks of gluing the modern millennial to a seat in a darkened theater for 

90 minutes. It ain’t going to happen in modern America’s new short attention culture. 

The pace of the modern world seems to demand shorter attention spans to let in all the 

increased things in the increased pace of modern life.  

 

In other words, mass the mass entertainment audience is not only changing what they 

want to watch but also the time they will spend watching it. It’s important distinction. 

Yet, since it’s part of the environment, like water around a fish no one sees it. Life is still 

analyzed by the great minds of our culture using the tools of space and place. Everyone 

looks at life from the perspective of a particular space and place.  

 

Few look at life from that third aspect of medium beside space and place, that fuzzy thing 

called time.  
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The challenge to Hollywood films from television cable channels like Netflix, is one of 

the great challenges Hollywood has ever faced. Film studios have an unusual relationship 

with the rise of studios. The studios were threatened by television until they realized it 

could popularize their Hollywood movies.  

 

The motion picture and television industry have always been strange bedfellows in my 

view of things. They have always tried to use each other. Once they were separate 

industries but modern entertainment CEOs control both motion pictures and television. It 

is a difficult thing to do. Like trying to control one’s perpetually battling opposition 

symbols.  

 

The largest competitor to Hollywood films today is Hollywood television.  

 

The difference between the two is never a matter of content or what their stories are 

about. Rather, it is about how their stories are told. The two are very different and not 

because of the content of their focus. Television more as “scenes” from contemporary 

everyday life. Movies more as summaries of these scenes. Assembled into a completed 

story in 90 - 120 minutes.  

 

Those two major sub-industries of the entertainment industry – film and television 

production – have outwardly supported each other. But it impossible to see this support 

today. The difference of film and television producers is not something that can be 

switched on or off at will by entertainment executives today.  

 

What is the real difference between film and television today? The difference is related to 

the medium of time more than anything else.  

 

Modern culture lead by the millennia generation wears a type of filter around over their 

eyes. This filter seldom lets in any incoming content that takes longer than a certain 

amount of time to view. It is not about what is contained in the content as much as it is 

how long is the content.  

 

The difference becomes a battle between the idea that the Hollywood film industry 

believes a narrative story can be told in 90-120 minutes. On the other hand, the 

Hollywood television industry believes a narrative story is – well – an ongoing 

production. Given in small chunks of time on a weekly or monthly diet. The belief in that 

form called the Series.  

 

A story might have content meaning to millions but they will seldom get to if it takes 

spending time obtaining the story. There are too many other stories competing for their 

attention throughout the days and nights. Time is a rare commodity for many these days. 

This focus of time becomes an increasingly important proposition in the public and 

private media of contemporary Americans. 

 

It comes down to the entertainment they are consuming in terms of that medium of time. 

Iconic Images feels a beneficial way to spend one’s time today is observing/remembering 
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iconic images from our cultural history. Collecting the greatest of these images (symbols) 

and breathing new life into them for the modern world by does not seem like a waste of 

time. The images selected will be so powerful they might also be considered symbols.  

 

(Later, perhaps psychological images and dream images of the artist creating the diorama, 

the film) 

 

Process: 

 

1)Select Images 

Photos 

Paintings 

Film Scenes 

Play Scenes 

One’s Own Dreams/Nightmares 

 

2)Create A Diorama  

For clarification of scene in mind of film producers as well as camera angles and 

set design for the main scene. 

 

3)Take Photos of Scene Diorama  

Photos of diorama under natural and studio lighting 

Use of High Dynamic Range techniques for photos 

 

4) Create A Film From The Diorama 

Inspired by the scene 

An interpretation of what might have happened before or after the scene 

Time elements of a scene 

Past – actions before the scene 

Present – actions frozen to one action, one scene 

Future – actions after the scene 

Film shot with 4K camcorder, 4K camera, GoPro 4K and 4K smartphone. 

Use of smartphone apps to edit photos (Prisma, ProCamera, FilmicPro, 

Waterlogue, among others). Edit on Final Cut Pro X. Use of plug-ins such as 

After Effects and others to colorize, etc. Created mostly in studio with some 

location shots.  

 

Screenplay written in Final Draft 10. 

 

Film length no more than 5 or 10 minutes (5 to 10 screen pages).  

 

Casting actors 

 

5)Use Scene Diorama Photos and Film Clips 

Photos of diorama taken in studio using high, dynamic range photography 

Film of diorama created in studio and on location. 
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Short script to go with the iconic image.  

Advertising copy derived from the script 

 

Scene used for promotions and public relations of the concept.  

Photos, video and words about the image posted to all social media 

Delivery Notification: Delivery has failed 

The film of posted to YouTube, Vimeo and Amazon 

 

Market 

 

All those inspired by a particular scene from their past or the past of the culture and times 

they live in 

They have separated themselves from the mass river of images more by 

compulsion than anything else. Less is more. Applied to time.  

Images from cultural reality 

Images from personal reality 

From a dream 

 

Hollywood entertainment industry 

Producers 

Directors 

Screenwriters 

Set Designers 

Art Directors 

Actors/Actresses 

Cinematographers 

 

Diorama Socials (Franchise Shops/Homes?) 

Network marketing? 

Social marketing?  

The Longaberger Company 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Longaberger_Company 

In home diorama viewing, creating sessions. Based around the current 

diorama from Iconic Studios. Collecting various dioramas released on a 

large scale. In home social marketing. In a similar way painting and wine 

social events are increasingly popular, what of events where people create 

a diorama of an image that means a lot to them. Perhaps a combination of 

a Longaberger meeting with that new group painting socially while 

drinking wine.  

 

What of a first meeting of the wine drinker/painters where the purpose is 

to envision a diorama in one’s mind of a key image. Key images are 

tossed around on a daily basis in the office of the creator of these new 

types of films.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Longaberger_Company
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A second meeting (maybe more) after the first meeting session where a 

drawing or sketch is created. The place of the event supplies all the paints 

and clays and modeling materials needed for them to create their diorama. 

Have famous modelers of dioramas speak at these events. 

 

 

Museums 

Sponsor diorama building competition within the world’s greatest museums 

Exhibition of approximately 20 diorama pieces 

Films included with the dioramas 

Photography included with the dioramas 

 

Art Galleries 

A new art form combining static art with live art.  

Sponsor building of dioramas within the key art circles 

Exhibitions of dioramas = those created & acquired by Iconic Image Studios.  

A traveling exhibition. The more time on the road the better.  

Permanent home in a particular gallery 

A multi-media event centered around films, photography and literary/music ideas.  

 

New Types of Retail Outlets 

(PR and Publicity Package)  

Marijuana Dispensaries  

Denver 

Los Angeles 

Amazon Pick-Up Centers 

Leading Hobby Store Chains 

 

Becoming Diorama Central  

Establish the community and then control the best modelers building dioramas. 

Not just any modelers but modelers expressing a strong point of view in their 

models and dioramas. Modelers who have created their own protest through 

models and scenes to the realities of our modern world.  

 

Attracting the greatest modelers to Iconic Images 

Finest photographers to take photos of the dioramas 

 

Maintain a YouTube and Vimeo Channel and constantly post new materials each 

week to the channel. Basically, a commitment of 5-10 minutes of video footage 

each week.  

 

Solicitation for diorama creating social groups 

 

Time Based Content 

A new type of short entertainment. Total time from 5 to 10 minutes for all 

products. Should narrow down to something. Words with Twitter. But time with a 
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this medium not words. Word length is specified in Twitter. Narrative time is 

specified by Iconic Image Studios.  

 

Discussion / Google 

Promote more search based on factors relating to time rather than images and 

words. Search engines that can call up the greatest 5-10 minute short films in the 

world at any one moment in time. A goal for Google programmers? 

 

 

Notes 

 

 

John Fraim – “Ethel’s Fuel Service” 

 https://midnightoilstudios.org/2018/01/14/ethels-fuel-service/ 

 

https://midnightoilstudios.org/2018/01/14/ethels-fuel-service/

